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Fig 1: Magnetometer survey data for the surveyed areas at St Benet’s Abbey. Above-ground remains marked in yellow (David Bescoby)

In this Spring newsletter we feature two recent reports which provide new insights into the 
development of St Benet’s Abbey and Castle Acre Priory; an update on the interpretation scheme 
at Caistor Roman Town; a note on Health & Safety; and an invitation to participate in the Trust’s 
strategic review.

St Benet’s Abbey
As reported in October’s Annual Report, activities 
under the Conservation Access and Community 
project have been continuing. 

Geophysical survey
The project extension enabled the Trust to 
commission a geophysical survey of part of the 
site by Dr David Bescoby, a geoarchaeologist 
specialising in landscape archaeology, remote sensing 
and GIS, and an honorary lecturer in the School of 
Environmental Sciences at UEA. The survey has 
produced some exciting results.

Fig 1 shows the extent of the survey. Magnotometer 
survey is sensitive to minute distortions in the earth’s 
magnetic field in the presence of buried objects and 
is useful for registering positive magnetic response 
from ‘magnetic’ materials such as fired clay brick, 
or negative responses for non-magnetic materials 
such as limestone block. This was the main technique 
employed at St Benet’s. 

Earth resistance (resistivity) was also measured using 
electrical probes. These are also sensitive to buried 
wall foundations or footings, as these kinds of feature
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present a higher electrical resistance than 
the surrounding soil. The two techniques are 
complementary and in combination can provide a 
good deal of information about the physical nature of 
anomalous sub-surface features.

The survey found that little survives of the principal 
range of claustral buildings to the south of the church, 
probably due to extensive robbing of the materials 
after the Reformation. Magnetic ‘shadows’ may 
indicate the location of the main buildings but not 
enough to reconstruct their form (Fig 2).

Further south, however, towards the river, a complex 
network of building foundations appear to survive 
largely intact (Fig 3). These represent the remains 
of a substantial range of buildings, including the 
building known as St Benet’s House (‘A’ in Fig 3, and 
labelled in Fig 4 - later known as The Chequers pub) 
and buildings ‘B’ and ‘C’ (see Fig 3) which appear 
to sit along the southern boundary of an inner abbey 
precinct. The inner precinct enclosed the church and 
main abbey buildings, and may represent the original 
abbey precinct, predating the more extensive 14th 

century precinct wall still evident above ground 
(Fig 5). A well-defined area to the north of the church, 
enclosed by a ditch, may represent one of the abbey 
cemeteries, visible to the north of the church and 
precinct wall in Fig 5.

A less coherent group of anomalies can be seen further 
south (‘D’ in Fig 3) and appear to follow a different 
alignment, roughly in line with the river. These are 
associated with extant remains adjacent to a possible 
jetty on the waterfront. David suggests that the poorly 
defined nature of the magnetic anomalies may indicate 
that these buildings were extensively redeveloped over 
a period of time or that their position next to the river 
meant that their materials were easily removed.

Along the eastern margins of the survey area a fairly 
complex network of drainage features indicates the 
extent to which the lowland areas of the site were 
managed. Some of these features could relate to the 
later drainage mill which stood in the southern corner 
of the site. This latter possibility is supported by the 
survey data in Fig 6 which appears to show an area of 
robbed out building foundations cut by a later ditch.

Fig 2: Magnetometer survey data south of the church showing anomalous linear responses possibly related to surviving wall foundations 
(David Bescoby).

Fig 3: Interpretation showing the likely location of surviving building wall foundations of prominent structures (David Bescoby).

Fig 4: 1st edition Ordnance Survey map 
showing the location of St Benet’s House 
and correlation with extant wall remains 
and surviving foundation detected by the 
magnetometer survey (David Bescoby)
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Our understanding of the 
Abbey has been further 
enhanced by the coincidental 
publication of ‘Architecture 
and Environment: St Benet’s 
Holm and the Fashioning of the 
English Monastic Gatehouse’ by 
Julian Luxford in Architectural 
History 57: 2014. The full article 
is available as a download from 
www.stbenetsabbey.org (under 
schools information). David 
Bescoby’s report will also be 
available on the website shortly. 

It is hoped that a one day 
conference can be arranged in 
2016 in order to disseminate 
and discuss emerging new 
interpretations of this important 
site.
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 The refurbished staithe at St Benet’s Abbey.

Waterlogged timbers found in the river adjacent to the staithe

 Fig 5: Interpretation of magnetic anomalies potentially representing an inner wall (black) and outer ditch (brown) forming an inner precinct. 
(David Bescoby)

Fig 6: Interpretation of magnetometer 
survey data showing possible founda-
tions of a large building cut by the 
construction of a later drainage culvert. 
(David Bescoby)

Abbey Staithe
Refurbishment of the staithe has been 
completed. During the works the contractor, 
Amis Piling and Dredging, literally barged into 
submerged upright timbers, as they brought in 
building materials by river. These waterlogged 
timbers were examined by specialist Richard 
Darrah of Riven Oak. He reported that two 
of the timbers were pine, circular sawn with 
squared ends, and had been treated with 
creosote; one had clear machine made cuts in 
its face associated with improving preservative 
penetration, a technique not patented until 1911.

Three of the timbers had similar multifaceted 
points all cut with the same tool. The 
superimposed tool marks were all consistent 
with adze marks. Although the adze was used 
throughout the medieval period, Richard noted 
that its use here was consistent with 19th and 
20th century use. The timber is likely to have 
been associated with a revetment to protect 
erosion at the bend in the river.

Richard pointed out that the presence of well-
preserved piles 6ft long in the riverbed suggests 
that medieval remains of quays may remain in 
the silts.
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Heritage Open Days 2014; a large group arrived in canoes 

Heritage Open Days 2014: The Friends of St Benet’s Abbey 
organised extra guided tours for last year’s Heritage Open Days 
weekend, accompanied by storytelling and medieval music. 
The event was well-attended and included a large group who 
arrived in canoes.

Model on display at St Catherine’s Church, Ludham.

Heritage Open Days 2014.

Model 
The new model of the abbey is now on display in 
Ludham Church. As part of the design process the 
contractor, Nigel Purdy, produced digital sketches 
which he has been able to develop into a short 
animation of the Abbey, available to view soon on the 
St Benet’s Abbey website: www.stbenetsabbey.org.

Graph showing visitor figures between October 15th and November 6th 2014, including the half-term holiday 

Visitor counting
A visitor counting post has been installed near 
the Gatehouse in order to provide us with a better 
idea of how many people have benefited from the 
repairs and improvements in interpretation at the 
site. Astonishingly, during the half term holiday 
in October, 1277 people went past the sensor on 
their way in, with almost 250 people visiting on 
one particularly warm sunny day. It will be very 
interesting to see what the figures are for the summer 
holidays!.

The data will help us to understand patterns in 
visiting which will inform planning for future 
events and activities, and will also be invaluable in 
supporting any future funding applications. The post 
is transportable and it is planned to use it at other 
Trust properties in the coming years so that we can 
build a better picture of how many people benefit 
from the open access to our sites.

Guided tours
The visitor guides will be starting their regular tours 
again from the beginning of May until the end of 
September each Wednesday at 2:00pm, and every 
Saturday and Sunday at 3.00pm (except the first 
Sunday in August). Meet your volunteer guide in 
front of the Gatehouse.

The St Benet’s Abbey project is supported by John Jarrold Trust, Geoffrey Watling Charity, Paul Bassham 
Charitable Trust, Norwich Town Close Estate Charity, The Lady Hind Trust, The Charles Littlewood Hill 
Trust, The Educational Foundation of Alderman John Norman, and Bishop of Norwich and by
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Stephen points out in the report that surviving precinct 
walls are a rarity with very few left in Norfolk. The 
extensive survival at Castle Acre, in some parts to full 
height is exceptional. Repairs to the walls, which were 
previously engulfed in undergrowth, have made it much 
easier for visitors to appreciate the full extent of the 
precinct. 

He goes on to say that the quality of the wall itself and 
its skilfully constructed copings of oversailing knapped 
flint are of special interest, regaining for Castle Acre 
yet another recently uncovered treasure following the 
discovery of the priory canal, the recovery through 
scrub clearance of the town ditch, and the presentation 
of the castle. The full report will be available from 
the county council’s Historic Environment Record. 
Negotiations continue on the lease of the precinct to the 
Trust from the Holkham Estate.

As reported in the last newsletter, repairs to the 
precinct walls were completed at the end of 2014. 
The work was funded by Natural England under a 
Higher Level Stewardship agreement with the Holkham 
Estate, the site owners. During the repairs a detailed 
record of the walls was produced by Stephen Heywood 
of the Norfolk Historic Environment Service. 

Stephen notes that ‘It is clear that the wall was very 
much intact in 1734 and was published in the first 
edition of 1775. The 1808 edition compiled by Parkin 
repeats the original and they finish the description 
of the priory with “The whole site is enclosed with a 
lofty stone wall, good part of which is still standing.” 
The crenellations drawn to depict the precinct wall 
are simply a convention because the wall was not 
embattled.’

Castle Acre Priory

Blomefield’s plan of 1734. (Bodleian, MS Gough 5, vol. ‘K’, 18058, fol 270). Photo: Stephen Heywood. 

The exceptional full hight precinct wall at Castle Acre and  a detail showing a section of the coping . Photo: Sue Walker White. 

Interpretation panel 

As part of the repair scheme funded by Natural England a new interpretation panel has been installed near the entrance 
to the precinct.
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Reconstruction of Caistor Roman Town produced by Roughcollie for Channel 4’s Time Team special, made during the excavations.

English Heritage standard H&S info at Burgh Castle where they 
manage the above ground remains of the Roman Fort.

Hay meadow flowers, Dunston Field. Photo: Sue Walker White

Repairs to Caistor town’s north wall back in 2005. 
Photo: Peter Wade Martins

The path across the river and hay meadow up to the bench at the top of Dunston Field. Photo: Sue Walker White 

Caistor Roman Town
The current award-winning interpretation panels 
at Caistor Roman Town by Sue Walker White 
were first installed several years ago and now 
need replacing. As a result of the programme of 
geophysical survey and excavations in recent years 
our understanding of the site and the people who 
lived there has been greatly enriched. Replacement 
of the scheme - which will be funded by Natural 
England under the Higher Level Stewardship 
agreement - will provide the opportunity to update 
the interpretations. 

The contract for the work has just been awarded 
to Heritage Destination Consulting in partnership 
with Jam Creative Studios, and work will now

Health & Safety
The prospect of reading a collection of Health and 
Safety policies does not appeal to many people but 
it is important that the Trust can clearly show it has 
taken the necessary steps to comply with the Health 
and Safety at Work Act (1974).

At Council’s January meeting a new Health & 
Safety policy and a number of supporting policies 
were adopted. These are now available on the 
website. Of most relevance to visitors is the 
Accident/Incident Report form which should be 
completed and sent to the Trust if anyone witnesses 
or experiences an accident at one of our sites. This 
form is available to download from the ‘Contact 
Us’ page on the website www.norfarchtrust.org.uk

Strategic Review
The current Strategic Plan for the Trust runs from 
2010 – 2015 and so it is time to start reviewing the 
strategy and planning for 2016-2021. At Council’s 
January meeting the framework for the review was 
agreed, and a small steering group set up to take 
the timetable forward. 

begin to design and install this exciting new scheme 
before the end of September.

In the meantime, do remember to visit the site during the 
summer when the flowering hay meadow on Dunston 
Field should be in full bloom. Skylarks were seen 
courting over the field in February and the early signs 
are that wildflowers are establishing well. A walk up 
to the bench at the top of the hill will be rewarded by a 
panoramic view of the Roman Town.

The final phase of conservation repairs to the north wall 
will start in the spring.

To care for a selection of archaeological 
sites and other relevant historic landscape 
features in Norfolk through acquisition 
and good management and to make 
them accessible to the public, and 
understandable and interesting through 
publications and on-site interpretation.

The new 5 - year Strategic Plan will:

• review and clarify the Trust’s prime
 purpose (see above)

• decide what is and is not a priority for   
 the use of Trust resources

• review and forecast income/expenditure

• analyse the internal and external 
 environment

• consider how best to deal with    
 upcoming changes and transitions

• set out a clear direction
 
• set concrete goals for the future.

NAT’s current prime purpose (Mission statement)
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You can also follow us on Twitter @NorfArchTrust 
and we regularly update the news page of the 
website www.norfarchtrust.org.uk. 

Keeping in touch
We will always be pleased to hear from members 
about any aspect of the Trust’s work, especially if 
you are interested in volunteering at one of our sites!
Email: carolinedavison@norfarchtrust.org.uk
Tel: 01603462987

A volunteer from the Caistor Roman Project helping to lead a school visit at Caistor St Edmund: Increasing the capacity for educational visits to 
our sites with the support of volunteers is certain to be on the strategic review agenda.  

The first stage in developing the strategic plan 
requires us to determine who should be involved in 
the review process. Clearly Trust members are our 
prime stakeholders. We know that our membership 
represents a potentially huge resource of knowledge 
and experience in this field, so we are hoping that you 
will be enthusiastic about taking part in the review.

In the next few weeks we will be sending every 
member a survey which will seek your thoughts and 
opinions about how you would like the work of the 
Trust to continue and develop over the next five years. 
We look forward to receiving your responses which 
will help to shape our future direction.

Timetable for Strategic review


